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Applications

Sensing
- Thermal flow sensors
- Gas sensors

Other devices
- Thermal IR sources
- Microreactors

- Fine chemicals
- PCR (polymerase chain reaction)
- Gas reforming for fuel cells

- Fuel cells
- Propulsion for !-satellites
- Packaging

- Temperature regulation
- Getters

Technologies

All
- Thermal, mechanical & chemical stability
- Large palette of active materials:

- Sensors: temperature, load, chemicals
- Chemistry: catalysts, electrodes

- Integrated heating & regulation

LTCC: 2D & 3D structuration
- Best thermal decoupling
- Complex fluidic devices

Classical (3D with glass sealing)
- Low-cost simple cantilever-type hotplates
- Wide range of materials for CTE matching
- Glass: transparency

LTCC ceramic carrier for
!-SOFCs, "550°C

Challenges & optimisation techniques
- Sufficient thermal stability for application
- Thermal optimisation: decoupling

- Structuration (easiest with LTCC)
- Low-conductivity materials, e.g. glass & LTCC
- Long cantilevers (necessary with Al2O3)

- Thermal optimisation: hot zone uniformity
- Heat spreaders: Al2O3 plates, Ag layers, etc.
- Optimisation of heater shape
- Gradient compensation with guard heater

- Processing issues (LTCC)
- Temporary links to strengthen fine structures

- Mechanical decoupling
- Simple: long & slender cantilevers
- Structured: allow facile deformation (avoid conflicts)

Conclusions
- Wide range of possible structures & variants
- Choose best combination of performance & cost
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Main hotplate
categories

S = suspended
I = inner
C = cantilever
B = bridge

u = unstructured
s = structured (thin links)
m = structured (membrane)

Local heating of reaction
zone

LTCC chemical !-reactor, "100°C
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Thermal gradient compensation
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